EU-HYBNET MONTH

1st Future Trends Workshops Online
#FTW
31
MAR

BlueJeans call (link sent
upon registration)
10.00-15.30 CET

The purpose of the Future Trends Workshop is
to support the practitioners’ and stakeholders’
everyday work by providing a future outlook for
strategic planning and consider consequences
of today’s policy choices in long-term.

This workshop builds on the EU-HYBNET project findings and provides a platform of
interaction for various stakeholders. Since the landscape of hybrid threats is
continuously evolving, foresight and creative thinking is central for understanding,
detecting and responding to emerging threats. Future Trends workshop looks at the
long term future. It focuses on a more anticipatory and prospective outlook,
highlighting the weak signals and outliers of disruptive and paradigmatic change to
the European security environment.
To who? EU-HYBNET Partners, stakeholders, EAB members, network members, and
interested innovation providers, industry, SMEs and NGOS, according to registration
check.
When? 31st of March 2021 at 10.00-15.30 CET
Registration Link: https://www.lyyti.fi/reg/Future_Trends_Workshop_0053
More information: Event organizer, Project Coordinator in The European Centre of
Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats, MS Emma Lappalainen
emma.lappalainen@hybridcoe.fi

This workshop should also address expected future manifestation
and evolution of hybrid threats so that we look into innovations and
solutions for today and tomorrow.

EU-HYBNET 1st Annual Workshop, Online
#AW

13
APR

Zoom call (link sent
upon registration)

10.00-14.10 CET

The Annual Workshop presents the project
findings and progress to the consortium
partners, EU-HYBNET network members
and
pan-European
stakeholders:
practitioners, industry, academia and
NGOs.

In addition, the Annual Workshop highlights innovations to counter hybrid threats.
The programme includes the project results and overview in each Work Package,
as well as ideas for innovations presented by network members and other
innovative solution providers.
To who? EU-HYBNET consortium partners, stakeholders, EAB members, network
members, interested innovation providers, industry, SMEs and NGOS; according
to registration check.
When? 13th of April 2021 at 10.00-14.10
Registration Link: https://www.lyyti.in/EUHYBNET_Annual_Workshop_8842
More information: Event organizer, Project Coordinator in The European Centre
of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats, MS Emma Lappalainen
emma.lappalainen@hybridcoe.fi and EU-HYBNET Project Manager MS Janel
Coburn janel.coburn@laurea.fi

Annual Workshops will foster network activities, raise
awareness of the project and bring together relevant practitioners
and stakeholders who may join the EU-HYBNET network and its
activities.

EU-HYBNET 1st Stakeholders Group
Meeting, Online

13
APR

Zoom call (link sent
upon registration)

Stakeholder Group meeting will take
place right after the EU-HYBNET Annual
Workshop on 13th of April.

14.40-16.35 CET

It is an opportunity for the stakeholders to provide feedback to the project
partners on EU-HYBNET’s yearly results and findings and share their
experiences as network members. Participation is open to all EU-HYBNET
consortium partners.
To who? EU-HYBNET Stakeholder Group members and interested consortium
partners, according to registration check.
When? 13th of April 2021 at 14.40-16.35 CET
Registration Link: https://www.lyyti.in/EUHYBNET_Annual_Workshop_8842
More information: EU-HYBNET Network Manager, MS Julia Nevmerzhitskaya
julia.nevmerzhitskaya@laurea.fi

Raising awareness to the relevant stakeholders through various
means of targeted communication is key of the success of EU-HYBNET.

EU-HYBNET 1st Training Event, Online

22 & 29
APR

Zoom call (link sent
upon registration)

12.30-16.30 (CET) on
both days

The goal is to deliver training to PanEuropean practitioners, industry and
academic actors to gain new
knowledge and skills to enhance their
measures against hybrid threats.

During the training, possible innovations to enhance European actors’ measures
against hybrid threats will be tested as part of the scenarios and vignettes. This
is to provide information on innovations’ potential and the recommendations for
their possible uptake. The training includes also lectures and focuses on the EUHYBNET’s four core themes and identified gaps and needs. Event participants
will be able to choose which days the want to attend based on the core theme
for each scenario. Details coming soon!
To who? EU-HYBNET consortium partners and stakeholder group members
When? 22nd and 29th of April 2021, 12.30-16.30 (CET) on both days
Registration Link: TBC
More information: Event organizer Lithuanian Cybercrime Center of Excellence
for Training, Research and Education (L3CE) Mr. Edmundas Piersarskas
edmundas@l3ce.eu

The innovation testing and resulting practitioners’ views on
the most promising innovations will give rise to further analysis
and expression of common requirements as regards innovations
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EU-HYBNET 1st General Assembly, Online

28
APR

Zoom call (invitation
sent to the partners)

10.00-11.30 CET

General Assembly is formed by all
EU-HYBNET consortium partners and
is a body for the project decision
making. General Assembly is
described in the EU-HYBNET
Consortium Agreement with details.

The First General Assembly is important for all consortium partners to join, a
member from each partner organization must be present. The GA facilitates a
shared agreement on the project progress and proceeding.
To who? EU-HYBNET consortium partners
When? 28th of April 2021, 10.00-11.30 CET
Registration Link: Please accept the calendar invitation sent to you.
More information: EU-HYBNET Coordinator Dr. Päivi Mattila
paivi.mattila@laurea.fi and EU-HYBNET Project Manager MS Janel Coburn
janel.coburn@laurea.fi

In a world facing growing risks from man-made and natural disasters, the security of
citizens, infrastructure, and assets is a high priority for the European Union

European Commission DG HOME and EU-HYBNET a
Community of Users/ CERIS workshop, Online

end of
May

Zoom call (link sent
upon registration)
TBC

With the start of Horizon Europe, the
Community of Users will be
transformed into the new Community
of European Research and Innovation
for Security (CERIS).

DG HOME continues its workshop programme with a first event on countering
Hybrid Threats. EU-HYBNET has been participating to the event arrangements.
To who? EU-HYBNET consortium partners and stakeholders
When? end of May, exact day TBC
Registration Link: TBC
More information: DG HOME and from EU-HYBNET side EU-HYBNET
Coordinator Dr. Päivi Mattila paivi.mattila@laurea.fi
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More info and updates on the EU-HYBNET Month at:

euhybnet.eu
EU-HYBNET LinkedIn
@EuHybnet

EU-HYBNET Project Coordinator Laurea University of Applied Sciences – Dr. Päivi Mattila

